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Abstract

How does the spatial collocation of ethnic groups affect conflict intensity? Theory and
empirical research suggest that diversity intensifies violence except when specific conditions ex-
ist to promote inter-ethnic tolerance. We test this contention using uniquely high resolution
data from the Troubles in Northern Ireland. Although Protestants and Catholics lived in close
proximity for generations before the conflict, we show that they did not interact in ways that
allowed meaningful social contact or social capital formation. Our empirical strategy corrects
for measurement error and population sorting after conflict onset using the spatial distribution
of Catholic and Protestant churches to construct an instrumental variable. We show that places
with greater diversity are more likely to experience deaths and that unadjusted estimates with-
out an empirical strategy underestimate the magnitude of these relationships by 50%. Word
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1 Introduction

Theoretical and empirical scholarship have furthered our understanding of ethnic conflict and its

spatial dimension. Theory suggests that places with greater ethnic diversity – defined as the spatial

collocation of ethnic groups – risk experiencing greater violence (Green, Strolovitch, and Wong 1998;

Petersen 2002; Posen 1993; Toft 2003). Scholars have also outlined conditions under which diversity

may promote peace and tolerance – assuming that certain inter-ethnic social or economic links exist

(Bhavnani et al. 2014; Jha 2013; Pettigrew and Tropp 2006; Varshney 2001). Testing these theories

is important because peace-builders and researchers frequently assert the desirability of interethnic

contact, for example in Northern Ireland (Hughes et al. 2008; Schmid et al. 2008; Tam et al. 2009).

Empirical research has begun to test these propositions, particularly as improved geospatial data

have allowed for more detailed analysis (Balcells, Daniels, and Escribà-Folch 2016; Braun 2015;

Klašnja and Novta 2014; Cederman, Weidmann, and Gleditsch 2011).

Despite these improvements, data limitations still pose unique challenges for research on the re-

lationship between ethnic diversity and conflict intensity. Most studies use geographically large

units of analysis, making it difficult to know whether diverse populations live close enough to one

another to interact in any meaningful way. Additionally, governments and researchers tend to mea-

sure ethnic settlement patterns only after conflict onset. Populations rapidly segregate once conflict

starts (Cunningham and Gregory 2014; Weidmann and Salehyan 2013). In Northern Ireland, for

instance, the outbreak of the “Troubles” triggered an exodus of thousands of families from the

capital city, Belfast. Such dislocations endogenize future measurements of ethnic diversity to the

violence, biasing the estimated relationship between the two.

We improve on existing empirical analyses using uniquely rich data from the Northern Ireland

Troubles, a thirty-year ethnic conflict that resulted in over 3,000 deaths. Unionist Protestants

fought to maintain Northern Ireland within the United Kingdom, while nationalist Catholics at-

tempted to secede. Catholics and Protestants lived in mixed neighborhoods for generations before

the onset of violence in 1969. Ethnographic evidence from Belfast shows that despite sharing highly

diverse neighborhoods, Catholics and Protestants did not build interethnic social networks or in-

teract face-to-face (Boal 1969). In the absence of positive interethnic linkages, spatial collocation
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of Protestants and Catholics exacerbated elite fragmentation and interethnic labor competition.

In a case where social capital and social contact mechanisms cannot operate, theory predicts that

ethnically diverse areas of Belfast should experience higher levels of violence.

To address concerns about unit of analysis size, we exploit the high spatial resolution of the 1971

UK census, which records the religion of people living in 100-meter grid cells in Belfast. These grid

cells, roughly the size of a city block, are an improvement over census tract or ward-level1 data

used in other studies (Balcells, Daniels, and Escribà-Folch 2016; Klašnja and Novta 2014). Large

geographic units such as wards may obscure local segregation. The small size of a 100-meter grid

cell makes it reasonable to assume that all residents interact at least minimally.

To correct for attenuation resulting from measurement error and endogenous population sorting

after conflict onset, we construct a novel instrumental variable based on the spatial distribution

of Catholic and Protestant churches built before the Troubles. We show that ethnically mixed

areas experience more intense violence in contexts where salubrious inter-ethnic economic or social

linkages are absent. Our results also underscore the problems of working with ethnicity data

collected after conflict onset: unadjusted estimates without an empirical strategy to correct for

endogeneity and measurement error underestimate diversity’s effect by 50%.

Our work makes several contributions to the literature. First, we introduce new geolocated data to

studies of conflict in Northern Ireland. Second, our empirics confirm the theoretical prediction that

locally diverse areas experience more violence during an ethnic conflict, absent specific social or

economic mechanisms that generate inter-ethnic linkages. Third, we make a methodological contri-

bution by highlighting the importance of research designs that account for endogenous population

sorting and measurement error in data collected after conflict onset.

2 Theoretical and Empirical Literature on Diversity and Violence

Theoretical and empirical studies have examined the links between violence and the spatial colloca-

tion of ethnic groups. One body of scholarship identifies mechanisms through which diversity will

intensify violence. Petersen (2002) argues that heightened emotions cause violence in heterogeneous

1Wards are electoral subdivisions of Belfast.
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communities. Armed groups strategically respond to constituents’ emotional grievances and fear

by attacking the ethnic “other” in mixed areas. Posen (1993) argues that diversity can lead to a

security dilemma, wherein one group cannot improve its security without simultaneously making

other groups less safe. Collocation gives ethnic groups incentives to strike first and keep fighting

until the other side is eliminated.

The experience of violence further hardens ethnic identities in diverse (and formerly diverse) zones.

This has a number of knock-on effects, including making it easier to recruit combatants (Brass 1997;

Acharya, Blackwell, and Sen 2014). A literature on “group threat” suggests that majority ethnic

groups become increasingly hostile toward minorities as the minorities’ share of the local population

grows (Blalock 1967). Studies attribute this hostility to increased competition over public goods,

and to minority populations’ symbolic threat to cultural institutions (Adida, Laitin, and Valfort

2015). A larger population share also gives aggrieved minorities more resources to mobilize (Olzak,

Shanahan, and McEneaney 1996). Finally, Toft (2003) and Weidmann (2009) note that once an

ethnic group declares a piece of territory as its homeland, the land becomes indivisible during

bargaining. Diversity opens the possibility of competing homeland claims, making conflict both

more intense and more difficult to resolve. Together, these studies suggest that violence will be

worse when ethnic groups are collocated.

In contrast, another body of scholarship highlights conditions under which collocation may decrease

inter-ethnic violence. Social contact theory, initially developed by Allport (1954), argues that

increased social interaction will improve intergroup trust and understanding. There is empirical

support for these predictions when the logic is applied to ethnic conflict settings and the politico-

economic setting does not preclude meaningful social contact (Hewstone and Swart 2011; Lemmer

and Wagner 2015; Pettigrew and Tropp 2008). Socially generated mediating factors – additional

knowledge about ethnic others, decreased anxiety about intergroup contact, and increased empathy

for others – should attenuate violence in diverse areas where ethnic groups are able to interact

positively. Social capital theory gives similar predictions. When ethnic groups interact as members

of shared social organizations, the “bridging social capital” provides alternate mechanisms for

dispute resolution (Putnam 2000: 32).2

2Bridging social capital links different social groups; bonding social capital links members of the
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In a related argument, Varshney (2001: 375) asserts that when social organizations cut across

ethnic lines, elites can “build bridges and manage tensions” that would otherwise lead to violence.

Glaeser (2005) also argues that “[i]ncreased economic interactions” create a “private incentive to

learn the truth” about ethnic others, rather than believing stereotypes and scurrilous rumors. Jha

(2013) advances another microeconomic argument: that under conditions of labor complementarity

(when ethnic groups occupy distinct but interdependent economic sectors) ethnic groups develop

institutions that dampen violence. If underlying conditions allow these conflict-reducing mecha-

nisms to operate, we should expect ethnically diverse areas to be less violent, rather than more

violent.

Empirical studies attempting to test these predictions suffer from three important, yet often over-

looked, estimation problems. The first is the use of geographically large units of analysis. Censuses

generally report ethnic composition data at the province or municipal level. The size of these units

makes it difficult to construct direct tests of grievance- or social network-based theories. Large units

require strong assumptions about the absence of local segregation and the frequency of inter-ethnic

social interactions.3

Second, the infrequency of censuses forces scholars to use ethnic settlement data collected long

before conflict onset or after conflict has begun. Old data may not reflect settlement patterns at

conflict onset; population dislocations endogenous to the conflict confound measurements made

after conflict onset. In Belfast, for instance, the August 1969 outbreak of violence triggered a

massive relocation away from mixed neighborhoods. Within a matter of weeks, 75% of residents had

retrenched to areas that were 90% Protestant or 90% Catholic (Boal 1982; Irvine 1991). Failing to

account for these endogenous population movements attenuates the estimated relationship between

diversity and violence, biasing results towards zero.4

same group more closely (Putnam 2000: 32-33).
3For example, a ward that appears diverse because half of the population belongs to one ethnicity

and half to the other may or may not be functionally diverse, depending on whether the ethnic

groups are polarized or interspersed within the ward.
4Some scholars use laboratory and field experiments to overcome these estimation problems,

but it is unclear whether experimental results can predict the behavior of people in life-or-death
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Third, surveys taken during a conflict are subject to substantial measurement error. In Northern

Ireland, refusal to cooperate with census officers was widespread in both Catholic and Protes-

tant communities, because it was rumored that respondents’ answers would be shared with police

(Gallagher 1971: 15). Random measurement error would attenuate results. However, there was

disproportionate politicization and census resistance among Catholics. 26 Catholic priests “refused

to complete the forms” and encouraged other Catholics to do the same (O’Connor 1971: 15). The

IRA set fire to the Ministry of Finance building where completed forms were kept (Fermanagh Her-

ald 1971; Sunday Independent 1971: 1). This non-random measurement error is correlated with

our independent variable of interest, generating biased estimates in the absence of an empirical

strategy.

2.1 Unit of Analysis

Other scholars have noted the ecological inference problems that arise when using geographic units

too large for testing a theory’s causal mechanism. Hewstone and Swart (2011) critique the ecological

fallacy in “lazy” studies that assume a direct correspondence between diversity and social contact.

A “micro-ecology of segregation” may persist in ethnically diverse areas (Dixon et al. 2008), with

different groups managing to self-segregate even within the same school cafeteria (Alexander and

Tredoux 2010; Clack, Dixon, and Tredoux 2005).

Ecological inference problems also exist in the ethnic conflict literature. For instance, the observed

relationship between diversity and civil war onset depends on the size of the unit and the specific

operationalization of diversity. Country-level ethnic fractionalization is not associated with civil

war onset (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Fearon and Laitin 2003). Country-level studies give conflicting

findings as to whether ethnic polarization (parity) or dominance increases the risk of conflict (Collier

and Hoeffler 2004; Ellingsen 2000). These inconsistent results likely arise from the econometric

challenges of cross-country research designs, and the fact that national measures of diversity obscure

the local configuration of ethnic groups (Cunningham and Weidmann 2010: 1036).

More recent studies using subnational data are a welcome step forward in our understanding of

conflict situations (Habyarimana et al. 2007; Adida, Laitin, and Valfort 2015).
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conflict dynamics. Nevertheless, subnational administrative-level units can still obscure variables

shaping conflict intensity. The necessary resolution of the unit depends on the mechanism of the

theory. For instance, Klašnja and Novta (2014) predict that in highly polarized administrative

districts, municipal-level diversity promotes the spread of conflict. This is because successful up-

rising in one municipality increases the probability of rebel success in neighboring municipalities.5

To test these predictions, the authors use census data from India, where administrative regions

are broken down into tehsils; and Bosnia, where municipalities are broken down into settlements.

These units are adequate for testing conflict contagion theories, but they would not be adequate

for testing theories with social contact or social capital mechanisms. As the authors note, tehsils

“contain multiple villages and a few towns” and Bosnian settlements have a median population of

1,400 (Klašnja and Novta 2014: 10,15). Within these units, “certain blocks within a city or even

a whole village might be either Hindu or Muslim,” rendering face-to-face interaction unlikely. We

require higher resolution data to determine whether social contact or social capital formation are

even possible in a given area.

Balcells, Daniels, and Escribà-Folch (2016) demonstrate the importance of obtaining sufficiently

high-resolution data for hypothesis testing. The authors consider whether diverse areas are more

likely to experience “low-intensity conflict” such as rioting after civil wars. They predict that

violence will be highest in polarized areas in which ethnic groups are locally segregated. To test these

claims, the authors use data from the 584 census wards of Northern Ireland – the smallest geographic

unit for which the Police Service of Northern Ireland reports riot statistics. Unfortunately, ward

boundaries do not correspond with neighborhood-level settlement patterns. A polarized ward may

contain several segregated neighborhoods, or it may be diverse throughout.

2.2 Measurement of Diversity during Conflict

One immediate consequence of civil war is population movement away from violent areas. Seeking

safety in numbers, residents flee contested areas and relocate to areas controlled by their ethnic

group. Even in Belfast, which maintained a functioning government throughout the Troubles, 75%

5In less polarized districts, municipal diversity has the opposite effect, decreasing the probability

of conflict spread.
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of residents retrenched to areas that were 90% Protestant or 90% Catholic (Boal 1982; Irvine 1991).

These endogenous population transfers present serious problems for empirical estimation. Mea-

surement of ethnic geography after conflict onset underestimates the degree of ethnic diversity and

the spatial extent of diverse zones prior to the conflict. This measurement error attenuates the

estimated relationship between diversity and violence.

Existing empirical studies make the best use of the data available. Kasara (2016), for instance,

finds that diverse areas experience less violence, based on data from Kenya’s 2007/8 post-election

crisis. This study, like ours, emphasizes the importance of an empirical strategy and uses an

instrument for diversity: the number of farm subdivisions cross-cutting each geographic unit of

analysis. However, the farm subdivisions were measured in 1964, raising questions about whether

some boundaries are themselves endogenous to decolonization and land reform (begun in 1959) or to

the 1952-1960 Mau Mau uprising, in which tens of thousands of Kenyans were killed or imprisoned

in concentration camps. Data limitations also force Kasara to use fires and population displacement

as proxies for violence. Finally, Kasara’s study, laudable for its use of the best available data, uses

an administrative unit with “an average population of 9,000 and a median area of 22 square miles”

(Kasara 2016: 12). This raises ecological inference concerns already noted above.

Another study by Kopstein and Wittenberg (2011: 260) finds that areas of Poland with greater “in-

tercommunal polarization between Jews and the titular majority group” experienced more pogroms.

Diverse areas where ethnic groups interacted positively had lower levels of interethnic violence. This

work exemplifies the problems that arise from systematic measurement error of ethnic population

distribution. The paper studies pogrom events in 1941. Because data from 1941 or shortly before

are not available, the authors use census data from 1921 to characterize the ethnicity of the popula-

tion. Although their census measurement is not endogenous to the 1941 pogroms, the 1921 census

suffers from systematic over-counting of Poles (ibid, 266). Low-violence zones that appear diverse

in the census may in fact be majority Jewish, biasing the results.
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3 The Troubles In Northern Ireland

In conflict settings that do not meet the scope conditions for social capital and social contact

theories, we should expect higher levels of violence in ethnically diverse areas. Northern Ireland is

one of these malign cases. For historical reasons we explain below, Catholics and Protestants did

not build integrated social or economic networks, and actively avoided face-to-face contact. As a

result, ethnically diverse areas experienced more deaths during the Troubles.

3.1 The Troubles as a Theory Testing Case

We adopt Chandra (2012: 9)’s definition of ethnicity as a “subset of categories in which descent-

based attributes are necessary for membership. . . including categories based on the region, religion,

sect. . . of one’s parents or ancestors.” We also also adopt Laitin (2007: 40-41)’s definition of

nationalist conflict as a war between two or more populations “with a coordinated set of beliefs

about their cultural identities, whose representatives claim ownership of a state for them by dint of

that coordination.” The Northern Ireland Troubles fit the definition of an ethnic conflict between

Catholic nationalists and Protestant unionists, each side with its own distinct ancestry, cultural

traditions, and sense of identity (Hancock 1998).

The Catholics of Northern Ireland trace their ancestry to the ancient inhabitants of Ireland, whose

religion and Irish language distinguish them from the settler group of Protestants who arrived

later. These Protestants trace their ancestry to Scots and English settlers who colonized “Ulster”

(roughly corresponding to Northern Ireland) in the 17th century. The “Ulster Plantation” was an

integral part of England’s effort to dispossess Catholic landlords and consolidate royal control of

Ireland. Colonization also fixed Northern Ireland’s ethnic cleavage between nationalist Catholics

and pro-British Protestants.

Ethnicity in Northern Ireland is distinct. Unlike complex hyphenated ethnic identities, one cannot

be simultaneously Catholic and Protestant. One is born into one ethnicity or the other, and in

cases of mixed marriage (accounting for less than 2% of all marriages), households typically adopt

either Catholicism or Protestantism (Robinson 1992). Ethnic identification is reinforced every

time an individual attends church. Ethnicity is also performed in politically charged parades,
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such as the Orange Marches (celebrating William of Orange’s Protestant conquest of Ireland) and

Catholic Saint Patrick’s Day parades. Other markers communicate an individual’s ethnicity in

social settings. Names such as William and Andrew are telltale markers of Protestant heritage,

carrying the historical legacy of William of Orange and Andrew, patron Saint of Scotland. Names

such as Seán and Mairéad have their roots in the Irish language and are common among Catholics.

Perceptions of national identity in Northern Ireland depend heavily on religion. In 1968, imme-

diately prior to the outbreak of the Troubles, 75% of Catholics identified themselves as “Irish” in

nationality, versus 25% who identified as “British” or “Ulster.” Just 20% of Protestants identified

as Irish, but 75% identified as British or “Ulster” (Moxon-Browne 1991). Although only a minority

of Northern Ireland’s residents participated in violence during the Troubles, their participation

followed the same sectarian lines. The Irish Republican Army (IRA) drew its forces from Catholic

neighborhoods. IRA operations against the state and its security apparatus predominantly killed

Protestants, because police and local military forces recruited almost exclusively from the Protes-

tant population. Loyalist Protestant paramilitaries reacted to IRA violence with sectarian appeals

and violence of their own. The recruiting materials of the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF), for in-

stance, called loyalists to resist “the forces of Romanism [through] the courage, the heroism and

the sacrifice of Ulster Protestants” (UVF 1971).

Because the two sides in the Northern Ireland conflict were clearly demarcated by Catholic and

Protestant ethnicity, the Troubles are an excellent case for testing theories of ethnic conflict.

3.2 Social contact and social capital in Northern Ireland

We use a variety of historical data to assess the conditions in our study area of Belfast. The

consensus among academic observers and residents is that despite high levels of diversity, Belfast

shows little evidence of social contact or social capital-building between Protestants and Catholics.

Looking first at social capital mechanisms, Belfast’s labor markets created competition, rather than

complementarity, which might otherwise have promoted good relations between Protestants and

Catholics. Beginning in the 19th century, the immigration of Catholic laborers from the countryside

created competition for jobs in Belfast’s industrializing economy. Unskilled and low-skilled Catholic
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and Protestant laborers were interchangeable, unlike the Hindu craftsmen and Muslim merchants

studied by Jha (2013). Linen mill owners exploited this fact, maintaining an open and competitive

labor market to keep hourly wages down (Hepburn 1996). The growth of the Catholic population

and the perceived presence of a “reservoir” of additional Catholics, ready to “invade” Protestants’

neighborhoods and take their jobs created an environment of perceived scarcity and competition

(Boal 1982; O’Hearn 1983).

Competition prevailed in high-skilled sectors as well. Protestants dominated Belfast’s engineering

and shipyard jobs nearly ten to one, but they did so by discrimination (Lynch 1998). Protestant

shipyard owners imported skilled laborers from England and Scotland. These workers shut Catholics

out via a hereditary apprenticeship system and occasional violence against Catholics who managed

to gain apprenticeships. Shipyard owners “had no particular interest in widening the market beyond

a Protestant pool that was already larger than necessary. An open labor market for them offered

serious problems of workplace harmony with no obvious compensating advantages” (Hepburn 1996:

26). As late as 1971, only 5% of shipbuilding employees were Catholic (Rowthorn 1981: 6).

According to the 1971 census, unemployment among Catholics was more than twice as high as

among Protestants — 14% and 6% respectively (Rowthorn 1981: 6).6 Job discrimination was

compounded by a segregated education system in which Protestant schooling was perceived to be

of higher quality, giving Protestants an edge in the labor market. Most employers were located

in Protestant areas without public transit links to Catholic neighborhoods (Rowthorn 1981: 7).

These factors effectively segregated workplaces so that Protestants dominated skilled positions

while Catholics worked as publicans or laborers (O’Hearn 1983: 443). Overall, economics in Belfast

created conflict, not complementarity between Catholics and Protestants.

Socially, Catholics and Protestants did not interact within the same voluntary organizations as

envisioned by social capital theorists such as Putnam (1994). Protestants shut Catholics out of

“public and voluntary bodies” representing businessmen and civil servants (Hepburn 1996: 131).

Catholics established parallel business organizations, sports leagues, and newspapers (Hepburn

6These figures are averages across Northern Ireland. The unemployment rate in the highly

Catholic Falls and Dock Wards of Belfast exceeded 20%, compared to a citywide average of 12.1%

(Rowthorn 1981: 7).
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1996). Political organizations such as the Orange Order and the Ancient Order of Hibernians

were designed to exclude outgroups, reinforcing ingroup cohesion among Protestant unionists and

Catholic nationalists, respectively.

Catholic and Protestant churches encouraged the further segregation of social spheres. The Catholic

Church insisted that Catholics be instructed in Catholic schools (Darby 1976; Irvine 1991). As a

result, two hyper-segregated school systems developed: the Catholic system and a de facto Protes-

tant public system (Boal 1970; Darby 1976; Knox 1973; McEwan 1990). As of 1960, at least 98%

of Catholic children attended Catholic primary schools (Barritt and Carter 1962: 77). The next

survey of school segregation, conducted in 1977, found that 71% of Northern Ireland’s children

attended schools with zero children of the other ethnic group (Murray 1985: 31). Just 3% attended

schools with 5% or more of the other ethnic group (Darby 1978: 217). Segregated schooling is

often cited as a major contributor to ethnic distrust and the intractability of the Northern Ireland

conflict (Richardson and Gallagher 2011).

By setting up competing temperance societies, discouraging cockfights (a spectacle favored by

working class Catholics and Protestants alike) and banning Easter celebrations at which Protestants

and Catholics previously mixed, churches foreclosed opportunities for their flocks to bond around

religious and social commonalities (Hepburn 1996). Proscribing “Protestant” or “British” games

such as rugby in Catholic schools also made it less likely that Catholics and Protestants would mix

at sporting events in adulthood (Barritt and Carter 1962: 148). Quite deliberately, the churches

prevented Catholics and Protestants from building shared social networks, encouraging them to

build “two almost mutually exclusive sets of such networks” (Boal 1969: 359).

Ethnic retrenchment also spilled over into street life, foreclosing opportunities for the casual interac-

tions envisioned by social contact theory. Boal (1969) finds that Protestants and Catholics actively

avoid interactions that would increase their visibility to the outgroup. In mixed streets and neigh-

borhoods where Protestants and Catholics live on adjacent blocks, they rarely visit one another’s

homes, avoid shopping at the same stores, and strategically select bus stops to avoid walking down

streets dominated by the other group. The existence of separate Protestant and Catholic schools

shapes children’s walking patterns, decreasing the likelihood of them interacting on the street. As

a result of their self-imposed isolation, Protestants and Catholics may have different names for
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neighborhoods they jointly inhabit (Boal 1969).

The mechanisms of social contact and social capital theory clearly did not operate in Troubles-

era Belfast. Belfast was a permissive environment for the malign mechanisms highlighted earlier:

competition, jealousy, fear, and hatred.

4 Sources of Data

Among all the world’s ethnic conflicts, Northern Ireland’s is exceptionally data rich. The Troubles

took place in an area with a high number of newspapers per capita and government institutions

that produced population surveys and maps. The government and media operated throughout the

Troubles. This offers two advantages over other research contexts. First, it minimizes the amount

of missing data for key variables such as the number and locations of conflict deaths. Second, when

we do encounter missing data, we can validate our interpolated measures with qualitative evidence

from media coverage. The richness of available data makes Northern Ireland an excellent case for

the empirical tests we propose.

4.1 Population and Diversity

Proper analysis of ethnic conflict must account for the endogeneity of ethnic population distribution

to conflict processes. To understand whether local diversity intensifies or attenuates violence, one

must first disentangle causation by determining the extent of ethnic diversity before the onset of

violence. Northern Ireland’s historical census data would be useful in this regard, if not for several

specific limitations.

Northern Ireland conducted two census surveys within a decade of the Troubles’ onset. The first,

taken in 1962, predates the onset of conflict in 1969. The second was collected in 1971. Although

both censuses asked respondents about their faith, the 1962 census results were aggregated and

only reported for the fifteen wards of the Belfast City Council at the time of the census. The

disaggregated data are unavailable, and using the 1962 data would yield an n of 15. More prob-

lematic is the fact that the exact City Council ward boundaries are unknown. The City Council

reorganized its ward boundaries several times between 1950 and 1973, and the census does not state
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which of these boundaries was used in collecting the survey. We reached out to a number of public

bodies in Northern Ireland with requests for ward maps from 1962. Despite extensive searching,

no institution in Northern Ireland was able to locate the precise boundaries used by the census.

The 1971 census also recorded respondents’ faith, but the survey was conducted after the onset of

violence. Unadjusted estimation using the 1971 data would be problematic for two reasons. First,

well-documented population dislocations occurred during the first three years of the conflict. Be-

ginning in 1969, Belfast suffered a series of riots that were responsible for at least eight deaths; 750

serious injuries; and the destruction of 150 Catholic homes (CAIN 2014; Coogan 1993). The riots

caused many families to relocate from violence-affected areas into ethnically homogeneous commu-

nities. Between 1969 and 1971, 2,069 families either moved to homogeneous neighborhoods or out of

Belfast altogether (Griffiths 1971). Second, the 1971 census was compromised by the challenges of

conducting household surveys in a conflict zone, including suspicion of the census apparatus (more

on this below). Instead of using the uncorrected 1971 census data, we use an instrumental variable

to correct for the endogenous population movements in 1969-1971. We describe our instrumental

variable approach below in Section 5.

Following the spatial resolution of the 1971 Northern Irish census, we use 100-meter grid cells within

Belfast’s city boundaries as our unit of analysis. This offers us a much higher resolution than other

studies, including studies of Northern Ireland. Balcells, Daniels, and Escribà-Folch (2016) and

Klašnja and Novta (2014), for instance, employ population and violence data at the census ward-

level or higher, making it difficult to discern the effect of diversity within a neighborhood. Our

data are fine enough to measure diversity and its effects in a given city block.

We limit our analysis to Belfast because the rapid increase in industrial jobs throughout the city

produced a workforce that was significantly more diverse and integrated than the workforces in

rural counties (Hechter 1977). Without GIS data on the extent of Belfast in 1971, we use the 2005

urban extent defined by the Northern Ireland Statistics and Research Agency (Northern Ireland

Statistics and Research Agency 2005). As Figure 1 shows, inhabited grid cells from the 1971 census

align quite closely with Belfast’s contemporary boundaries.

To code our measure of diversity, we use data from the 1971 census to estimate the number of
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Figure 1: Population of Greater Belfast in 1971. Darker areas are more densely populated, while gray areas
have no population. The dark line is the urban boundary of Belfast in 2005.

Catholics and Protestants for every grid cell in our dataset. There is one important caveat re-

garding this strategy. Although UK law requires all residents to complete the census form under

penalty of fines or jail time, many Belfast residents flouted the requirement in 1971. The Northern

Irish census contained 27 questions divided into two sections. The first included standard demo-

graphic questions. The supplementary section contained questions about inhabitants’ faith and

other socioeconomic variables (McKeown 1971: 1). As discussed earlier, the supplementary section

was highly politicized among Protestants and especially among Catholics. Census administrators

subsequently declared the question about religious faith optional (Gallagher 1971: 15). As a result,

the census dataset contains areas for which population — but not faith — is recorded.

To address this missing data problem, we interpolate the percent of Catholic residents in each grid

cell using ordinary Kriging.7 The procedure fits a semivariogram function relating the autocorre-

lation of the data points as a function of distance, and then interpolates at each location using

the nearest 12 census data points. Figure 2 shows the result of the interpolation for the highly

contested area around Divis Street.

We use the interpolated values for the Catholic percentage of the population to construct a measure

of diversity for each 100-meter cell (indexed by i) representing the extent of the 1971 census:

7Our results do not depend on interpolation; Table 10 in the appendix shows that our results

are robust to using raw census data to create the diversity measure.
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Figure 2: Left: Archival map from 1969, prior to ethnic riots. It shows the religion of inhabitants
along Divis Street, the boundary between the Protestant Shankill neighborhood and the Catholic Falls
neighborhood. Red areas are majority Protestant and blue are majority Catholic. Right: The same area
(with current streets overlaid) with our interpolated measure of religious demographics based on the 1971
census.

EthnicDiversityi = 1 −
∣∣∣∣(CatholicPopulationi − ProtestantPopulationi)

(CatholicPopulationi + ProtestantPopulationi)

∣∣∣∣ (1)

The variable approaches a value of 1 when the Catholic percentage of the population is around

50% (i.e. when each grid cell is more polarized), and approaches zero when either Catholics or

Protestants constitute the entirety of the population.8

4.2 Church Density

We construct an instrument for ethnic neighborhood composition using the spatial distribution of

Belfast’s Catholic and Protestant churches built before 1969. We rely upon multiple sources to

find the geospatial location of these churches. First, we compiled a list of churches that currently

hold regular religious services from the websites of Ireland’s five main Christian denominations:

Catholics, Baptists, Presbyterians, Methodists, and the Church of Ireland (Anglicans).9 These

8We opt for this intuitive formulation for two groups as opposed to the Herfindahl index. Our

results are all robust to using the Herfindahl index instead, as it has as correlation of -0.97 with

our diversity measure.
9These denominations represent the vast majority of churchgoers in Northern Ireland. According

to the 2011 census, only 4.9% of residents belong to other denominations.
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websites are designed to help parishioners locate religious services and do not provide information

about churches that have closed or relocated. Failing to account for closed churches could bias

our estimates, because we would underestimate the extent of pre-conflict diversity. We consulted

numerous historical sources and emailed the parish offices of all denominations to identify derelict

or demolished churches that were open before the onset of the Troubles. We also consulted parish

histories and other secondary sources to confirm that all churches in our database were constructed

before 1969.

We then geolocated each church in our dataset. When church websites provided specific street

addresses, we used Google Maps’ public API to record the latitude and longitude. We used satel-

lite imagery and historical street registers to verify these coordinates for all churches, current or

demolished. Figure 3 shows the location of these churches.

Figure 3: Left: Catholic Churches, location and kernel density with 1 kilometer bandwidth in Belfast.
Right: Protestant Churches, location and kernel density with 1 kilometer bandwidth in Belfast.

4.3 Deaths

Our data on the location of violent deaths during the Troubles comes from the Conflict Archive

on the INternet (CAIN) project at the University of Ulster (CAIN 2014). CAIN researchers have

written a short narrative and geolocated each of the 3,379 civilian and combatant deaths during

the Troubles. They have not fully released this data to the public, instead making the information

available as a Google Maps layer on their website. We accessed these data by scraping the public

XML file from the Google Maps layer. With a resolution down to 100 meters, this is a very precise
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set of data on the Troubles.10

We match each violent death to the nearest 1971 census grid cell (the median distance from the

death to the center of a cell is 71 meters). We then aggregate the deaths attributable to the

Troubles for each grid cell. 90% of the 8,258 cells in Belfast experienced no deaths. The remaining

cells experienced between 1 and 23 deaths over the entire span of the data (1969-2001). Figure 4

shows a density plot of violent incidents in our dataset.

Figure 4: Plot of 500 meter bandwidth kernel density of violent incidents in Belfast. Darker shades represent
more violent areas.

10CAIN is not the only source of geospatial data from Northern Ireland. Headed by researchers at

the University of Michigan, the Northern Ireland Research Initiative (NIRI) uses machine learning

to estimate the location of violent events (Loyle, Sullivan, and Davenport 2014). Unfortunately, the

publicly available NIRI dataset contains significant coding errors that we were unable to rectify. For

example, their algorithm assigns over 80 deaths to the same point in Central Belfast and over 30 to

a field west of Belfast. After examining the victims’ entries in Lost Lives, a well-regarded volume

containing biographical accounts of each fatality during the Troubles, we determined that these

NIRI death locations were incorrect (McKittrick et al. 2001). Because CAIN data more closely

match the locations described in McKittrick et al. (2001), we opted to use the CAIN dataset.
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4.4 Summary Statistics

Table 1: Summary Statistics

Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Victims 8,258 0.20 0.90 0 23
Ethnic Diversity 5,451 0.27 0.27 0 1
Ethnic Diversity (Interpolated) 8,258 0.28 0.25 0 1
Population 8,258 71.19 76.66 1 1,438
Church Diversity Instrument (3 km Kernel) 8,258 0.30 0.19 0 1
Distance to Nearest Protestant Church (m) 8,258 463.01 325.46 10 2,075
Distance to Nearest Catholic Church (m) 8,258 1110.81 877.17 11 5,846
Population without Hot Water (%) 5,451 0.09 0.19 0 .98
Population without Bath or Shower in Home (%) 5,451 0.14 0.29 0 1
Population without Inside Toilet (%) 5,451 0.14 0.29 0 1

Table 1 presents summary statistics on the variables used in the analysis. There are 8,258 locations

within Belfast included in the 1971 census, and the data on victims has been mapped to those

locations. Only 5,451 locations have data on religious composition and on assets. We interpolate

the religious composition in order to use all 8,258 locations. The distance to church variables and

the population asset variables are employed in the robustness estimations. Distance to nearest

church is calculated with GIS and the asset variables are taken from the 1971 census.

5 Estimation Strategy

To construct an instrument for ethnic diversity as measured by the 1971 census, we use the location

of churches built before the start of the Troubles in 1969. We estimate kernel densities stretching

out from each church, and generate a raster (gridded) dataset of each denomination’s church density

per square kilometer for every 25-meter grid cell in Belfast. We have no prior information on the

range over which a church influences parishioners’ location decisions. We therefore construct kernels

stretching 500 meters, 1 kilometer, 1.5 kilometers, 2 kilometers, and 3 kilometers from the church

and report results at varying kernel bandwidths.11 We construct the instrument for the religious

11In each specification, we use the same bandwidth for all churches, regardless of denomination.

Given the history of Belfast’s urbanization (explained in the “IV Assumptions” section) and the

importance of building churches within walking distance of parishioners, we have no reason to
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diversity of the population by creating a variable for church diversity as follows:

ChurchDiversityi = 1 −
∣∣∣∣(CatholicChurchDensityi − ProtestantChurchDensityi)

(CatholicChurchDensityi + ProtestantChurchDensityi)

∣∣∣∣ (2)

Cells with a value close to 1 have a similar density of Protestant and Catholic churches in the area,

indicating a more religiously diverse community. Cells with a value of zero have significantly more

Catholic or more Protestant churches, suggesting less diversity. We construct the instrument at

varying sizes for the kernel densities constructed around each church, from 500 meters to 3 km.

Cells with neither Catholic nor Protestant churches within the kernel bandwidth size have no value

for the instrument, and so are not included in the regression at that kernel size. We plot the results

of the church diversity instrument for the 1 kilometer bandwidth in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Diversity of churches constructed from Catholic and Protestant kernel densities in Belfast. Darker
areas are more mixed in church density.

suspect that parishioners of different denominations would live closer to or farther away from their

churches. We also have no reason to suspect that Catholics and Protestants would be more or less

likely to relocate away from their parishes. The pattern of immigration to the city, the consequent

shortage of housing, and the expense and social dislocation of moving (cross-town or out-of-town)

away from families and parishes affected all denominations equally.
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5.1 IV Assumptions

5.1.1 First Stage Relationship

Employing an IV estimation strategy requires a first stage relationship, that is, that church place-

ment correlate with population concentrations of Catholics and Protestants prior to the conflict.

This relationship is well established, based on the history of settlement in Belfast and the late

introduction of motorized transportation.

Figure 6 shows Belfast’s rapid growth during the industrialization of the 19th and 20th centuries.

Burgeoning linen and shipbuilding industries attracted laborers from the countryside and the pop-

ulation grew from 53,000 in 1831 to over 400,000 a century later (NISRA 2010). Population growth

was especially rapid around industrial facilities. Without a public transit system, Belfast’s workers

needed to live within a short walking distance of the mills. To prevent labor shortages, mill owners

invested in new housing construction, commissioning hundreds of low cost family homes adjacent

to their mills (Bardon 1982). This housing attracted thousands of new laborers to Belfast.

Figure 6: Left: The Dock Ward area of Belfast in 1831. In this period, the northernmost extent of urban
area was Great Georges Street. Center: The same ward in 1858. In the preceding 20 years, the city
expanded greatly to the north and west. Right: The same area in 1931. By this time, the Dock Ward was
completely urbanized. Images Crown copyright 2015, used with permission from Land & Property Services
Northern Ireland.

Local religious orders struggled to keep up with the new demand for their services. The challenge

was not only to have enough pews for Belfast’s new inhabitants, but to have those pews within

walking distance of parishioners’ homes. The challenge was particularly acute for the Catholic

Church, which experienced the greatest population growth. Catholics grew from roughly 2,000

(10% of Belfast’s population) in 1800 to 40,000 (one third) in 1861 (Irvine 1991: 49, 53).
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Prior to 1850, the Catholic Church had only three houses of worship in Belfast (built in 1784, 1815,

and 1844, respectively). None of these was within easy walking distance of the fastest growing

center of Catholic population, the industrial Pound and Falls area. Catholic leaders erected a

cathedral in the Pound and Falls, and fifteen parish churches in the 1870s and 1880s. They selected

the sites strategically to minimize the walking distance between churches and the mill workers

they were meant to serve (McGee 2013). Once in place, these churches helped to stabilize the

ethnic composition of neighborhoods. As Irvine (1991: 102, 106) notes, “The official position of

the Catholic Church has been that Catholic children. . . must be educated by committed Catholic

teachers” – an edict that encourages Catholics to live close to their churches. The industrial

population boom was less pronounced among Protestants, but demographic growth still obliged

Protestant denominations to build new churches in rapidly growing areas, within walking distance

of parishioners.

5.1.2 Independence

The independence criterion requires that the location of churches and the local collocation of

Protestants and Catholics not be driven by a third, confounding factor. This situation might arise

if legal discrimination prevented one or more religious denominations from settling or building

churches in a particular area. The 1829 repeal of Britain’s Penal Laws removed such restrictions,

helping to initiate the 19th century building boom in non-Church of Ireland churches. A violation

of the independence criterion might also occur if episodes of ethnic violence prior to the Troubles

influenced settlement patterns and the location of Protestant and Catholic churches. Belfast did

suffer periodic ethnic rioting and more substantial violence during the 1918-21 revolution and 1922-

23 civil war. However, these events did not substantially disturb settlement patterns or church

building.

When Catholics comprised a small minority of Belfast’s population, Catholics and Protestants got

along quite well. Protestants contributed much of the funding to build Belfast’s first and second

Catholic churches, in 1784 and 1815 (Irvine 1991). Interethnic relations soured as the Catholic

population grew, and a pattern of periodic rioting emerged. Belfast experiences small riots every

summer, when the Orange Marches commemorating William’s conquest pass provocatively through
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Catholic neighborhoods. “Marching season” riots are typically limited to rock throwing and street

scuffles, but at times, the ritualized violence has gotten out of hand. Irvine (1991: 55-6) observes a

pattern of “eruptions. . . about every ten years.” The 1886 riots were the worst, causing 31 deaths,

and a bout of rioting in 1935 killed eleven people. The organized violence of the Irish Revolution

(1918-21) and Irish Civil War (1922-3) produced worse results, including roughly 465 fatalities in

Belfast.

These episodes were far less serious than the Troubles, which killed 1,541 in Belfast alone. Moreover,

the riots of the 19th and early 20th Centuries did not disturb the long term settlement and residential

mixing trends established during industrialization. According to Boal (1982: 268), “mixed and seg-

regated residential areas have existed in Belfast from the mid-nineteenth century onwards. . . [T]he

patterns observable in the 1970s are a continuation of something long established. Major outbursts

of conflict have, from time to time, sharpened segregation, followed by some relaxation and an

expansion of residential mixing.” In fact, “some of the mixed residential areas have been loca-

tionally stable for long periods of time, perhaps contracting during outbursts of open conflict and

then growing again during less stressful periods.” Individual families relocated within Belfast or

migrated out of the city following episodes of rioting, but subsequent inmigration by coethnics

(by cross-town moves or migration from rural areas) repopulated damaged areas with an ethnic

mix similar to the one preceding the riots. As such, “ethnic residential mixing has. . . historically,

displayed considerable locational stability” (idem).

The stability of ethnic settlement patterns has also meant the continuation of long-term trends in

church construction (Boal 1982: 274). The main factor in deciding to build a new church and in

selecting a particular site has always been the growth of the faith community in a particular area.

This is the common thread running through parishes’ accounts of their churches’ construction, con-

tinuing into the 20th century. For instance, the website of Saint Agnes’s church, in the West Belfast

neighborhood of Andersonstown, explains that “the sudden explosion in house building after the

[Second World] war. . . made the erection of a new church an urgent necessity.”12 Boal (1982: 274)

argues that once these churches were built, they helped stabilize Protestant and Catholic settle-

ment patterns: “[O]nce an area becomes established as mixed. . . [T]he presence in an area of ethnic

12See Saint Agnes’s Parish website: http://www.stagnesbelfast.com/?page_id=50.
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institutions (particularly schools and churches) affiliated with both groups also aids continuity.”

In sum, settlement patterns, patterns of church construction, and our population diversity and

church density measures are not confounded by variables that would violate the independence

criterion. As a robustness check, we confirm that controlling for socioeconomic status of house-

holds does not alter our results, alleviating any concerns that socioeconomic status is driving the

association between diversity in population and churches across Belfast.

5.1.3 Exclusion Restriction

Our exclusion restriction assumes that the diversity of Protestant and Catholic churches correlates

with violence only through a relation to neighborhood demographics. This assumption would be

violated if, for example, church pastors were more likely to espouse or denounce violence based on

their church’s proximity to churches of the other faith – and congregations acted on their pastors’

wishes.

Our first piece of evidence against this argument is that Catholic and Protestant clergy condemned

violence throughout the Troubles, with no discernible effect on violence levels anywhere. Paramili-

tary killings violated the Christian prohibition against murder, a fact that put the IRA and Loyalist

groups at odds with religious teachings. Catholics joining the IRA did so “against the wishes of the

church”(Bell 1997: 463). Bishop Cathal Daly of the Diocese of Derry branded the IRA “an evil and

barbaric organisation” and Pope John Paul II visited Northern Ireland in 1979 to demand an end

to all paramilitary violence. The IRA ignored these exhortations, accusing the Church of “politics

and deceit” and betraying “the Christian values of truth and justice” (Moloney 2002: 232).

Local clergy were also unable to affect the levels of violence. Priests were reluctant to open “political

and other fissures within their congregations” by taking on paramilitaries directly. They appealed

for peace while continuing to minister to their parishioners – including militants (Brewer and Teeney

2011: 181).

Although church leaders had no appreciable effect (positive or negative) on the killing in Belfast,

their properties were effectively off limits to IRA and Loyalist organizing. This is important for our

exclusion restriction, which might be violated if paramilitaries attracted violence to churches by
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hiding or storing weapons within them. Throughout the conflict, paramilitaries held meetings and

maintained their weapons caches in the homes of local families or in abandoned buildings (Moloney

2010: 66).

Targeting churches made little sense militarily, and the IRA regarded such attacks as morally

“beyond the pale” (Brewer and Teeney 2011: 182). On the rare occasions when loyalists attacked

churches, these attacks were unrelated to the presence or defense of Protestant churches nearby.

The June 27, 1970 Siege of Saint Matthew’s is the most notable example. IRA and loyalist gunmen

exchanged fire near the church for five hours, killing three (Moloney 2002). Yet the shootings were

only one incident on a night of city-wide rioting that killed six, and the involvement of the church

was incidental: nationalist youths had provoked a riot by throwing rocks at a Loyalist parade. IRA

gunmen took up sniping positions in the church to defend a Catholic neighborhood against a feared

loyalist incursion.

In sum, church leaders produced no systematic impact on violence levels, and church buildings were

not attractive targets for paramilitaries. Moreover, our instrumental variable is the diversity (and

not density) of churches. A violation of the exclusion restriction would require an effect for church

diversity on levels of violence. We see no evidence of this.

6 Specifications and Results

6.1 Unadjusted Estimates

We first explore the association of diversity (as measured in the 1971 census) and the location

of deaths during the Troubles using ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions. The regression is

instructive in showing the raw association, but it is unadjusted in that it does not account for

conflict-induced population sorting before the 1971 census. The estimates are also subject to at-

tenuation bias from the measurement error in the census, as explained earlier. One would naturally

expect densely populated places to experience more deaths, potentially generating spurious cor-

relation. We therefore control for population density using linear and quadratic terms. Finally,

spatial autocorrelation between variables such as ethnic diversity, church density, and fatality counts

raises challenges to proper inference. We follow convention by nonparametrically estimating the
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variance-covariance matrix, allowing for spatial autocorrelation up to 500 meters (five grid cells);

these standard errors are referred to as spatially heteroskedasticity autocorrelation consistent and

we report them in square brackets with the results (Conley 1999). They can understood as a spatial

analogue to Newey-West standard errors, allowing for arbitrary autocorrelation decaying up to a

specified maximum distance.

V iolencei = β0 + β1EthnicDiversityi + β2Populationi + β3Population
2
i + εi (3)

Because the number of deaths in a cell has a lower bound of zero, we follow the unadjusted (and

misspecified) OLS regression with a Tobit regression, specifying the lower bound on the dependent

variable. A third model employs a Poisson specification, given that the dependent variable is a

count of deaths. Although the Tobit and Poisson models still fail to account for endogeneity and

measurement error in the diversity variable, they are better suited to our dependent variable.

The regressions capture what can be thought of as extensive and intensive margins of violence.

The extensive margin refers to whether violent deaths occurred in a given location; the intensive

margin refers to the number of deaths in locations that experienced nonzero deaths. The underlying

process determining where deaths occur is not necessarily the same as the one determining how

many deaths occur in violent places. For example, ethnic diversity might determine which places

experience some violence, but it might have nothing to do with which violent places experience more

deaths. Since 90% of cells experienced no conflict deaths, we explore the intensive and extensive

margins together and separately. We estimate an OLS regression using only cells with nonzero

deaths to determine whether the 1971 diversity measure is correlated with the number of deaths,

conditional on having nonzero deaths. To examine the extensive margin, we run a logit regression

where the dependent variable is whether the grid cell experienced any deaths during the Troubles.

The results are shown in Table 2. In column (i) the association between our diversity measure and

number of conflict deaths has an coefficient of 0.40. Cells with the maximum score of diversity (1)

have on average 0.4 more deaths than cells with the minimum score (0). A one standard deviation

increase in diversity (0.28) is associated with 0.11 more deaths, roughly half the standard deviation

of deaths (0.20) in the data. The relationship is significant to the 99% confidence level. Note
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that the spatial autocorrelation-adjusted standard error on the diversity variable (0.070) is almost

twice as large as the unadjusted standard error (0.038), underscoring the importance of correctly

modeling the spatial structure of the data. We expect this unadjusted regression to underestimate

the true impact of diversity on violent deaths; comparing the results of the IV estimates to this

OLS estimate highlights the importance of an appropriate econometric strategy given the estimation

challenges in this research. The correlation between number of deaths and population is strongly

positive and quadratic: at the mean value of log population in the sample (3.67), a one percentage

point higher population is associated with 0.13 more deaths.

Table 2: Unadjusted Regressions of Violence and Diversity

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

OLS Tobit Poisson
OLS on
Intensive
Margin

Logit on
Extensive
Margin

Ethnic Diversity 0.40∗∗∗ 3.45∗∗∗ 1.64∗∗∗ 1.05∗∗∗ 1.46∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.31) (0.08) (0.27) (0.14)
[0.07] - - [0.33] [0.19]

ln(Population) -0.36∗∗∗ -2.81∗∗∗ -1.05∗∗∗ -0.45∗∗ -1.30∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.27) (0.07) (0.25) (0.12)
[0.05] - - [0.22] [0.13]

ln(Population)2 0.07∗∗∗ 0.54∗∗∗ 0.20∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.04) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02)
[0.010] - - [0.03] [0.02]

N 8,258 8,258 8,258 785 8,258
R2 0.05 - - 0.03 -
Pseudo R2 - 0.07 0.12 - 0.10

Standard errors reported in () and spatial autocorrelation-adjusted errors reported in [].
Inference uses spatial autocorrelation-adjusted standard errors when available.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Regressions include a constant, not shown.

Column (ii) presents the results of a Tobit regression, accounting for the dependent variable’s zero

lower bound. The coefficient on diversity increases almost tenfold to 3.45, illustrating the bias

resulting from misspecification using simple OLS. Diversity is still significant to the 99% confidence

level, with inference done using regular standard errors because Conley spatial standard errors

can only be implemented in OLS and logit specifications. Column (iii) implements the Poisson
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regression designed for count data. The coefficient on diversity is 1.64, significant to the 99%

confidence level. The association between ethnic diversity and the number of deaths is positive and

statistically robust to Tobit and Poisson specifications.

Column (iv) limits the sample to places that experienced at least one death. This reduces the

sample from 8,258 to 785, and allows us to explore the association between ethnic diversity in the

population and the intensity of conflict in places that experienced some deaths. The coefficient on

the diversity variable is now 1.05, significant to the 99% level whether or not standard errors are

adjusted for spatial autocorrelation. The magnitude suggests that among cells experiencing violence

(their average number of deaths is 2.06 with a standard deviation of 2.18), a maximally diverse cell

will have 1.05 more deaths than a homogeneous cell. Column (v) shows the logit model, exploring

where deaths occurred, regardless of number (the spatial extensive margin). The coefficient on the

diversity variable is positive and significant to the 99% level. Diversity is highly correlated with

where violence occurred after flexibly controlling for population size.

6.2 Instrumental Variable Regressions

Pre-1971 population dislocations and suspicion of the census apparatus mean that the diversity

data used above are likely subject to systematic measurement error. If conflict before the 1971

census caused the population to sort into more homogeneous neighborhoods, the OLS estimate of

1 underestimates the association between diversity and conflict. Measurement error from census-

evasion compounds the attenuation bias in the estimate of β1. These estimation problems motivate

our use of an instrument.

The first and second stage specifications are in equations (3) and (4), respectively, with the diversity

of Catholic and Protestant churches instrumenting for the diversity of the population in the grid

cell.

EthnicDiversityi = γ0 + γ1ChurchDiversityi + γ2Populationi + γ3Population
2
i + ui (4)

V iolencei = δ0 + δ1 ̂EthnicDiversityi + δ2Populationi + δ3Population
2
i + vi (5)

Table 3 shows the estimation results. As discussed above, the construction of the church diversity
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instrument involves kernel densities extending from each church. To test the sensitivity of our result

to the size of this kernel and to show that our results do not hinge on a particular choice of kernel,

all of our tables report five kernel bandwidths, ranging from 500 meters to 3 km. The top panel

reports first stage regressions at different kernel bandwidths. In all cases, the instrumental variable

(diversity of Catholic and Protestant church densities at each location) is positively associated

with the ethnic diversity variable, even after controlling for population size. The relationship

is significant at a 99% level with conventional and spatially-adjusted standard errors, and the

instrument is strong (Staiger and Stock 1997).13 Note that the sample size increases as the kernel

bandwidth around churches increases. This is because cells that are beyond the kernels of all

churches have no value for the church density instrument and are excluded from the regression.

Only with the 3 km bandwidth does the sample reach the same size as in Table 2. The significance

and magnitude of the association between the church diversity instrument and ethnic diversity

remains consistent across bandwidths.

The second stage of the estimation is in the bottom panel, using a Tobit estimation with a lower

bound of zero for the dependent variable.14 The instrumented value of ethnic diversity has a strong

positive association with the number of victims in the grid cell. The coefficient is significant across

bandwidths. Its magnitude, ranging from 4.62 to 8.71, indicates that a grid cell one standard

deviation more diverse (0.25 in our diversity measure) experienced 1.2-2.2 more deaths. This is

more than the standard deviation of the number of victims (0.9). Also note that the coefficients

are always larger than the corresponding Tobit estimation in column (ii) of Table 2. A Hausman

specification test comparing the coefficient in the Tobit regression in Table 2 with any of the

IV Tobit regressions in Table 3 rejects the null hypothesis that the differences in coefficients is

not systematic (p=0.01). The larger magnitude of the coefficient on ethnic diversity in the IV

specification is consistent with our expectations regarding the effects of measurement error and

13F-tests on the instrument are shown in the table. All exceed the rule of thumb value of 10 for

strong instruments.
14As an alternative to the Tobit specification in the second stage, Table 4 in the Appendix uses

a Poisson specification. The coefficient on ethnic diversity is significant at all bandwidths, and is

consistently larger than the corresponding coefficient in the Poisson regression in Table 2.
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pre-census population sorting. Indeed, the coefficient on diversity in the IV Tobit specification

(Table 3) is roughly double the magnitude estimated with the unadjusted Tobit specification. This

underlines the importance of accounting for endogeneity and measurement error when measuring

ethnic diversity.15

15As additional robustness checks using the IV framework, we consider whether ethnic diversity

increases violence along intensive and extensive margins. These results, presented in our Appendix

in Table 5 and Table 6, show that ethnic diversity causes higher levels of violence along both

margins. The results are robust and consistent after controlling for household socioeconomic con-

ditions (Table 7), excluding observations in the immediate vicinity of churches (Table 8), excluding

deaths that occurred after the 1970s (Table 9), or using raw census data on religion instead of our

interpolated measure (Table 10).
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Table 3: IV Tobit With Left-Censoring Estimation Results

First Stage

Dependent variable: Ethnic Diversity

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
Kernel Bandwidth: 500 meters 1 km 1.5 km 2 km 3 km

Church Diversity 0.34∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗ 0.40∗∗∗ 0.56∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
[0.03] [0.03] [0.03] [0.03] [0.03]

ln(Population) -0.06∗∗∗ -0.05∗∗∗ -0.05∗∗∗ -0.05∗∗∗ -0.05∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
[0.02] [0.02] [0.01] [0.01] [0.01]

ln(Population)2 0.01∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
[0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.003] [0.002]

N 6,109 7,931 8,196 8,255 8,258
R2 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.17
F-Statistic on Instrument 576.30 992.93 1118.29 1162.90 1666.82

Second Stage

Dependent variable: Number of Victims

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
Kernel Bandwidth: 500 meters 1 km 1.5 km 2 km 3 km

Ethnic Diversity 8.71∗∗∗ 7.96∗∗∗ 5.34∗∗∗ 7.36∗∗∗ 4.62∗∗∗

(1.05) (0.96) (0.98) (0.96) (0.79)

ln(Population) -2.36∗∗∗ -2.59∗∗∗ -2.76∗∗∗ -2.64∗∗∗ -2.76∗∗∗

(0.34) (0.29) (0.28) (0.28) (0.27)

ln(Population)2 0.47∗∗∗ 0.51∗∗∗ 0.54∗∗∗ 0.54∗∗∗ 0.54∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

N 6,109 7,931 8,196 8,255 8,258
Wald χ2 291.65 350.05 341.09 350.24 342.11
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Inference uses spatial autocorrelation-adjusted standard errors when available.
2SLS standard errors reported in () and spatial autocorrelation-adjusted standard errors in []
Regressions include a constant, not shown.
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7 Conclusion

Our work contributes to the understanding of violence in Northern Ireland, where tensions continue

to the present day. We offer scholars a new geolocated dataset of Belfast’s churches. We are

also the first to combine high resolution spatial data on violent deaths and high resolution data

from the census. We show that areas with more ethnic diversity before conflict onset experienced

more conflict deaths. This confirms theoretical predictions that locally diverse areas experience

more violence during ethnic conflict, in the absence of specific social or economic mechanisms that

generate inter-ethnic linkages.

Moreover, our research makes a significant methodological contribution, demonstrating the impor-

tance of considering endogenous population sorting and measurement error in data collected during

conflict. Our IV estimates reveal that in the absence of an identification strategy, the measured

relationship is attenuated by half.

We also emphasize the importance of accounting for local context in studies of conflict dynamics.

Without some prior knowledge of local context and the nature of inter-ethnic social and economic

relationships, we cannot know whether to expect more or less violence in diverse areas. This is an

important consideration in post-conflict peacebuilding. Prevailing wisdom calls for desegregation

as a means to prevent the outbreak of conflict again in the future (Roeder and Rothchild 2005;

Bakke and Wibbels 2006). We do not directly address the question of stability – whether diversity

makes future conflict more or less likely. However, we show that in the absence of meaningful

social or economic links, residential desegregation is likely to make any future violence worse.

Post-conflict institution-builders should take note, making a concerted effort to encourage contact

and the development of interethnic networks in labor settings, schools, voluntary associations, and

governance bodies. This is what community leaders in Northern Ireland have been recommending,

based on local wisdom, for several decades (Hughes et al. 2008; Richardson and Gallagher 2011;

Schmid et al. 2008; Tam et al. 2009). Our empirical analysis gives support to these voices.
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8 Appendix

We conduct several robustness checks on our preferred specification in Table 3. All results in the

paper and below are reported at various kernel bandwidths for the church diversity instrument.

Here we employ Poisson instead of Tobit specifications, measure the effect of ethnic diversity on

the intensive and extensive margins of violence separately, control for socioeconomic conditions

of households, exclude observations near churches, exclude the deaths that occurred after 1980 or

after 1990, and run our estimations without interpolating the religion of households that omitted

it in the census.

8.1 IV Poisson

As an alternative to the Tobit specification in the second stage, Table 4 uses the same first stage

estimation instrumenting ethnic diversity with church diversity, and employs a Poisson estimation

(this specification is sometimes more appropriate for count data, but it makes strong assumption

about the distribution of the data). The second stage coefficient on ethnic diversity is significant

at all bandwidths and is consistently larger than the corresponding coefficient of 1.6 in the Poisson

regression of Table 2. These coefficients suggest that cells that are most diverse are likely to have

around 2-5 more deaths than cells which are completely homogeneous.
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Table 4: IV Poisson Estimation Results

Second Stage

Dependent variable: Number of Victims

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
Kernel Bandwidth: 500 meters 1 km 1.5 km 2 km 3 km

Ethnic Diversity 4.69∗∗∗ 5.47∗∗∗ 2.78∗∗∗ 3.54∗∗∗ 1.98∗∗∗

(1.29) (2.04) (0.49) (0.56) (0.41)

ln(Population) -0.79∗∗∗ -0.91∗∗∗ -1.01∗∗∗ -0.97∗∗∗ -1.03∗∗∗

(0.18) (0.17) (0.15) (0.15) (0.14)

ln(Population)2 0.16∗∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗ 0.20∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗ 0.20∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

N 6,109 7,931 8,196 8,255 8,258
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Note: First stage results the same as in Table 3.
Regressions include a constant, not shown.

8.2 Intensive Margin Results

Our results on the intensive margin are presented in Table 5 for the various kernel bandwidths

on church density. The first stage shows that the instrument is positively correlated to ethnic

diversity across all kernel bandwidths, and is significant to the 99% confidence level whether using

standard or spatially-adjusted standard errors. F-statistics are above 10 in all regressions except

under the 3 km bandwidth, indicating that the instrument is strong. The second stage coefficients

are significant at all bandwidths except 3 km (not unsurprising given that the first stage is weaker

at this bandwidth), but are consistent in magnitude spanning 2.36-5.80. This suggests that a very

heterogeneous population will experience 2-6 more deaths on average than a place with a fully

homogeneous population, conditional on having at least one death. The corresponding coefficient

in column (iv) of Table 2 is 1.05, suggesting not only that ethnic diversity plays a role in determining

the intensity of conflict, but that unadjusted OLS regressions could underestimate the importance

of the relationship.
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Table 5: IV Estimation Results for Victims on the Intensive Margin

First Stage

Dependent variable: Ethnic Diversity

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
Kernel Bandwidth: 500 meters 1 km 1.5 km 2 km 3 km

Church Diversity 0.27∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗∗ 0.27∗∗∗ 0.22∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05) (0.06)
[0.05] [0.05] [0.07] [0.06] [0.07]

ln(Population) -0.03 -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05
(0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
[0.03] [0.03] [0.03] [0.03] [0.03]

ln(Population)2 0.0001 -0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004
(0.01) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)
[0.01] [0.005] [0.005] [0.005] [0.01]

N 709 778 784 785 785
R2 0.08 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.03
F-Statistic on Instrument 50.39 79.68 47.91 25.89 14.30

Second Stage

Dependent variable: Number of Victims

Kernel Bandwidth: 500 meters 1 km 1.5 km 2 km 3 km

Ethnic Diversity 2.74∗ 2.84∗∗∗ 2.38∗∗∗ 2.81∗∗ 1.49
(1.13) (0.91) (1.13) (1.53) (2.00)
[1.48] [1.00] [0.92] [1.24] [1.53]

ln(Population) -0.30 -0.38 -0.40 -0.38∗ -0.44∗

(0.31) (0.27) (0.25) (0.26) (0.26)
[0.30] [0.24] [0.23] [0.23] [0.23]

ln(Population)2 0.05 0.07∗∗ 0.07∗∗ 0.07∗∗ 0.07∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)
[0.04] [0.03] [0.03] [0.03] [0.03]

N 709 778 784 785 785
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Inference uses spatial autocorrelation-adjusted standard errors.
2SLS errors reported in () and spatial autocorrelation-adjusted standard errors in []
Regressions include a constant, not shown.
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8.3 Extensive Margin Results

As in Table 2, we use the IV approach to separately estimate the effect of ethnic diversity on the

intensive and extensive margin of violent deaths. The results on the extensive margin are presented

in Table 6 for the various kernel bandwidths on church density. The second stage coefficients

are significant at all bandwidths. The magnitude of the coefficient is consistent across kernel

bandwidths, spanning 1.07-1.98 (for comparison, a probit regression ignoring the endogeneity of

the diversity variable results in a coefficient of 1.46).
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Table 6: IV Probit Results for Extensive Margin of Violence Location

Second Stage

Dependent variable: I(Deaths > 0)

Kernel Bandwidth: 500 meters 1 km 1.5 km 2 km 3 km

Ethnic Diversity 1.98∗∗∗ 1.76∗∗∗ 1.20∗∗∗ 1.66∗∗∗ 1.07∗∗∗

(0.20) (0.20) (0.22) (0.20) (0.18)

ln(Population) -0.57∗∗∗ -0.62∗∗∗ -0.68∗∗∗ -0.63∗∗∗ -0.68∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

ln(Population)2 0.12∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

N 6,109 7,931 8,196 8,255 8,258

∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Note: First stage results the same as in Table 3.
Regressions include constant, not shown.

8.4 Controlling for Socioeconomic Status

One might be concerned that socioeconomic conditions might be an omitted variable biasing our

results. If wealth were correlated with violence and church diversity, and if wealth were leading to

higher violence, then our specifications would be incorrectly assigning the effect to ethnic diversity.

To consider this possibility, we use 1971 census data on the quality of housing stock in each grid cell.

We focus on housing because the census did not ask about respondents’ salary or occupation, forcing

us to rely upon a proxy. We use measures of whether a home has indoor 1) hot water; 2) shower

and/or bath; and 3) toilets. Inhabitants in areas without these facilities are likely poorer than

those who have these plumbing amenities. At first glance, the correlation between socioeconomic

conditions and ethnic diversity is low.16 To summarize the results presented in Table 7, violence is

positively associated to a lack of household assets, nevertheless adding any of these controls does

not change our estimates of the importance of ethnic diversity.

16For instance, the correlation between ethnic diversity and the proportion of people without a

shower and/or bath is -0.02.
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Table 7: IV Tobit with Socioeconomic Conditions

First Stage

Dependent variable: Ethnic Diversity

(i) (ii) (iii)

Church Diversity 0.32∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
[0.03] [0.03] [0.03]

No Hot Water -0.09∗∗∗

(0.02)
[0.05]

No Bath/Shower -0.08∗∗∗

(0.01)
[0.03]

No Inside Toilet -0.10∗∗∗

(0.01)
[0.03]

N 5,386 5,386 5,386
R2 0.11 0.12 0.12
F-Statistic on Instrument 552.11 558.61 563.17

Second Stage

Dependent variable: Number of Victims

(i) (ii) (iii)

Ethnic Diversity 6.58∗∗∗ 6.59∗∗∗ 6.67∗∗∗

(1.09) (1.08) (1.08)

No Hot Water 4.80∗∗∗

(0.43)

No Bath/Shower 3.64∗∗∗

(0.31)

No Inside Toilet 3.91∗∗∗

(0.32)

N 5,386 5,386 5,386
Wald χ2 359.35 369.61 370.01
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
All regressions use a 1km kernel bandwidth for church diversity calculation.
2SLS standard errors reported in () and spatial autocorrelation
-adjusted standard errors in []
Regressions include constant, ln(Population), and ln(Population)2, not shown.
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8.5 Exclusion Restriction

Our use of Catholic and Protestant church densities to construct an instrumental variable for

ethnicity would violate the exclusion restriction if churches affect violence through any channel

other than the ethnic makeup of the community. We argue in the text that churches were unlikely

to cause an increase in violence, because Catholic and Protestant denominations denounced violence

consistently throughout the conflict, to no avail. The presence of churches did not deter violence

either. The June 27, 1970 “Siege of Saint Matthew’s Church,” is one famous example: IRA and

loyalist gunmen exchanged fire in and around this church for five hours, killing three militants

(Moloney 2002).

For thoroughness, however, we empirically assess how sensitive our results are to excluding data in

the immediate vicinity of churches. We reestimate the main model using a 1km kernel for the church

density kernels — column (ii) in Table 3 — while dropping data points within 100m, 250m and

500m from churches. Encouragingly, our results are robust to excluding these observations. These

findings are presented in Table 8. The first-stage coefficients on the instrument remain consistent

with the 0.19-0.31 estimates from Table 3 and are significant to the 1% level, while the strength of

the instrument continues to be evident by the F-statistics above 10. The second stage coefficients

on diversity remain statistically significant, and their magnitudes are even larger than the second

stage coefficients in Table 3. We maintain the more conservative results in Table 3 as our preferred

specification.
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Table 8: IV Tobit Estimation Dropping Observations Near Churches

First Stage

Dependent variable: Ethnic Diversity

(i) (ii) (iii)
Excluded Area Around Church: 100 m 250 m 500 m

Church Diversity 0.31∗∗∗ 0.24∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
[0.03] [0.03] [0.04]

ln(Population) -0.06∗∗∗ -0.08∗∗∗ -0.12∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
[0.02] [0.02] [0.02]

ln(Population)2 0.01∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003)
[0.003] [0.003] [0.004]

N 7,294 5,111 2,184
R2 0.11 0.09 0.09
F-Statistic on Instrument 823.00 390.47 102.63

Second Stage

Dependent variable: Number of Victims

(i) (ii) (iii)
Excluded Area Around Church: 100 m 250 m 500 m

Ethnic Diversity 8.68∗∗∗ 11.90∗∗∗ 14.51∗∗∗

(1.04) (1.73) (3.57)

ln(Population) -2.65∗∗∗ -2.37∗∗∗ -1.19
(0.30) (0.43) (0.75)

ln(Population)2 0.51∗∗∗ 0.45∗∗∗ 0.19
(0.04) (0.07) (0.13)

N 7,294 5,111 2,184
Wald χ2 332.67 182.36 42.09

∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
2SLS standard errors reported in () and spatial autocorrelation-
adjusted standard errors in []
All regressions use a 1km kernel bandwidth for church diversity calculation.
Regressions include a constant, not shown.
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8.6 Time Period Effects

Deaths attributable to the Troubles span the 1960s to the early 2000s. One concern with our results

might be that they depend upon conflict during certain years. For instance, the years 1969-1979

were the most intense of the conflict, accounting for roughly 60% of the deaths during the 29 year

conflict (2,112 of 3,532 total killings). The largest ethnic relocations from mixed neighborhoods

to homogeneous neighborhoods also occurred during the early years of the conflict. Given that

diversity during the late 1960s is more likely related to conflict in the 1960s and 1970s than to later

decades, a reasonable check is that results are not driven by the deaths occurring decades after

the 1971 census. To address this potential concern, we reestimate our main model (using the 1km

kernel bandwidth) and omit violent events in the 1980s and 1990s. These results are presented in

Table 9. It shows that our main results are robust to excluding deaths that occurred after 1980

(the first column) or deaths that occurred after 1990 (second column). The second stage coefficient

on diversity is 7.45-8.18 (consistent with 7.96 in the corresponding regression in Table 3). These

regressions indicate that results are not being driven by deaths that occurred in the 1980s and

1990s, much after the 1971 diversity measure was taken.
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Table 9: Robustness of IV Tobit Estimates to Excluding Later Deaths

Second Stage

Dependent variable: Number of Victims

(i) (ii)
Excluding Deaths After: 1980 1990

Ethnic Diversity 7.45∗∗∗ 8.18∗∗∗

(1.06) (1.00)

ln(Population) -2.19∗∗∗ -2.32∗∗∗

(0.33) (0.31)

ln(Population)2 0.45∗∗∗ 0.47∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.04)

N 7,931 7,931
Wald chi2 244.24 304.17
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
2SLS standard errors reported in ()
Note: First stage results the same as in Table 3.
All regressions use a 1km kernel bandwidth for church diversity calculation.
Regressions include a constant, not shown.
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8.7 Non-interpolated data

As explained in the main body of the paper, we interpolate missing responses on religion from

the 1971 census via regular Kriging. In order to test whether the interpolation is driving results,

we reestimate the main model using only data where households reported their religion. These

results, presented in Table 10, show that our results remain robust and consistent with our results

in Table 3.
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Table 10: Non-Interpolated IV Tobit With Left-Censoring Estimation Results

First Stage

Dependent variable: Diversity

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
Kernel Bandwidth: 500 meters 1 km 1.5 km 2 km 3 km

Church Diversity 0.30∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗ 0.38∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
[0.03] [0.03] [0.03] [0.03] [0.04]

ln(Population) 0.42∗∗∗ 0.44∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗∗ 0.30∗∗∗ 0.26∗∗∗

(0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)
[0.11] [0.10] [0.10] [0.10] [0.10]

ln(Population)2 -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.03∗∗∗ -0.03∗∗∗ -0.03∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
[0.01] [0.01] [0.01] [0.01] [0.01]

N 4,396 5,386 5,451 5,451 5,451
R2 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.14
F-Statistic on Instrument 292.66 538.87 624.09 564.40 764.80

Second Stage

Dependent variable: Number of Victims

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
Kernel Bandwidth: 500 meters 1 km 1.5 km 2 km 3 km

Diversity 8.05∗∗∗ 7.18∗∗∗ 4.57∗∗∗ 6.92∗∗∗ 4.41∗∗∗

(1.32) (1.12) (1.11) (1.16) (0.97)

ln(Population) -6.61∗∗∗ -8.05∗∗∗ -7.10∗∗∗ -8.20∗∗∗ -7.12∗∗∗

(1.85) (1.76) (1.74) (1.78) (1.74)

ln(Population)2 0.95∗∗∗ 1.11∗∗∗ 1.02∗∗∗ 1.13∗∗∗ 1.03∗∗∗

(0.20) (0.19) (0.19) (0.19) (0.19)

N 4,396 5,386 5,451 5,451 5,451
Wald χ2 245.93 297.33 295.12 295.61 294.64
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
2SLS standard errors reported in () and spatial autocorrelation-adjusted standard errors in []
Inference uses spatial autocorrelation-adjusted standard errors when available.
Regressions include a constant, not shown.
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8.8 Newspaper articles

In this section, we provide copies of the newspaper articles we reference in our discussion of the

1971 census. As these are not generally available online, we include them here.
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Irish Independent 1905-current, 19.04.1971, page 9
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Irish Press 1931-1995, 31.05.1971, page 1
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